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Decidability of the rst-order theory of hN ;<;P i formorphic predicates P 1Arnaud Maes 2Service de Logique Mathematique et Algebre, Institut de Mathematique etd'Informatique, Bâtiment \Le Pentagone", Avenue du Champ de Mars 6, Universite deMons-Hainaut, B-7000 Mons, Belgium.AbstractWe dene a notion of morphism on multi-dimensional words on a nite alphabet .We call morphic word a xed point of such a morphism and we consider special kindsof morphic words (those that satisfy a notion called shape-symmetry). The 1-dimensionalmorphic words always satisfy this notion.We show that given such a -dimensional shape-symmetric xed point P , the rst ordertheory of the structure hN ;<; 0;Pi is decidable, when P is the collection of -ary predicateswhose characteristic word is the image of P by a letter-to-letter application  ! f0; 1g.The proof is based on the same scheme as the usual proofs of decidability by niteautomata, but is slightly more general.We give examples of non-shape-symmetric xed points of morphisms leading to unde-cidable theories.
1 IntroductionIn this paper, we study the problem of the decidability of the rst-ordertheory of the structures hN ;<; 0; P i when P is a morphic predicate | i.e.the predicate associated to a projection on the alphabet f0; 1g of the xed1 This work was done during a stay at the research group of Theoretical Computer Scienceof the Institut fur Informatik und Praktische Mathematik at the Christian-Albrechts-Uni-versitat, Kiel, February/March 1998. This stay has been supported by a travel grant fromthe `Comunaute Francaise de Belgique' (Concours Bourses de Voyage 1998).2 Aspirant du FNRS, maesa@sun1.umh.ac.be
point of a morphism ' on a nite alphabet  (denitions are given inSection 3).So far, it is known that when ' is a xed-length morphism or correspondsto a numeration system, the above theory is decidable by deterministicnite automata | complete in the rst case (see [2]) and incomplete in thesecond one (see [6,1]).Another way to answer this question is to use a theorem by Sememov [13]stating that for any unary predicate P (morphic or not), the structurehN ;<; 0; P i is decidable by quantier elimination if and only if a certainproperty is satised| namely, the characteristic word of P must be almost-periodic (see also [10]). We have recently given an eective characterizationof the morphisms that generate almost-periodic xed points [8,9].However, none of these results answers the general case, i.e. for any morphicpredicate P .The main result of this paper is to prove the decidability of hN ;<; 0; P ifor any unary morphic predicate P , and for special (namely shape-sym-metric) -ary `morphic' predicates (for a suitable notion of -dimensionalmorphism,  2 N ). Our proof uses the same scheme as in the classical caseof `decidability by automata'. However, instead of using automata, we usethese morphisms on words and on multi-dimensional words (or pictures).The main advantage is that the key notion of shape-symmetry will be-come `visual'. This notion is implicitely contained in the aforementionedautomata. Moreover, our morphic predicates `extend' the nite automatain the following sense: sets denable by nite automata are denable bymorphisms; however, there are morphic pictures/predicates that are notdenable by nite automata (at least by the classical automata that corre-spond to numeration bases). Thus, our result allows to obtain new decid-ability results.After introducing the basic denitions and notations about pictures inSection 2, we dene the notions of multi-dimensional morphisms, of xedpoints of these morphisms and the key notion of shape-symmetric xedpoint in Section 3. We illustrate all these notions with a few examples.2
Then, in Section 4, we show how to consider -dimensional pictures as-ary predicates on N by means of projections and characteristic words.Section 5 is the main section. We state and prove the main result (seeabove). We rst give the guideline of the proof in Subsection 5.1. Thearguments developed here are almost the same as for deciding theories bymeans of nite automata.In Subsection 5.2, we show that both the problems of checking whether agiven application on pictures is a multi-dimensional morphism and whetherthe xed point of a given morphism is shape-symmetric are decidable.We give an eective (but technical) algorithm for answering these twoquestions.In Subsection 5.3, we give a few basic constructions that can be operatedon xed points of morphisms and we show that most of them preserve theproperty of shape-symmetry.We nally prove the main theorem in Subsection 5.4.We give a few ways to extend the main result in Section 6. For instance weshow that the theory of the structure hN ;<; 0;Pi remains decidable if weuse modular quantiers 9(p;q)'(x) (meaning that `the number of x such that'(x) is p mod q'). We also explain why deciding, with the same method,the rst-order theory of the structure hN ; +; 0;Pi is generally much harder:the addition relation must be `dened' as a morphic predicate compatiblewith P | this notion of compatibility being related to the notion of shape-symmetry.In Section 7, we give examples of well-known decidable theories (decidableby nite automata) and show that they can also be decided by means ofmorphisms. We emphasize the links between automata and morphisms fornumeration systems. We give an example of morphism and automaton thatdo not correspond to a numeration system but still lead to a decidable the-ory. Finally, we give an example of non-shape-symmetric morphic picturegiving an undecidable theory. 3
2 Denitions and notationsDenition 1 Let  be a nite alphabet. Let  2 N . A -dimensionalnite (resp. innite) picture on  is a nite (resp. innite) -dimensional\rectangular array" of symbols of . More precisely, it is a mappingD ! where the nite (resp. innite) domain D  N  is a cartesian product all ofwhose factors are either the set of natural numbers N or an initial segmentof it. A 1-dimensional picture is also called a word. See Example 2.We allow pictures to be nite in some directions and innite in others. Thesize of a -dimensional picture p is the k-tuple of its lengths, i.e. is a k-tupleof elements of N [f!g. An empty picture is a picture whose size has a zerocomponent. So we allow dierent kind of empty pictures.We denote the set of nite -dimensional pictures by  | to be consid-ered as () and not (). We denote the set of innite pictures (innitein every direction) by ! . The set 2 is sometimes written  in thelitterature.We usually use lower case letters to denote symbols of the alphabet, uppercase letters to denote nite or innite pictures, and Curly letters for setsof pictures and sets of sets.Example 2 On the alphabet  = fa; b; c; dg, the picture P1 is 1-dimen-sional and the picture P2 is 2-dimensional. Of course, P1 could be consideredas a 2-dimensional (or higher) picture as well.P1 = a b a c P2 = a b a dc d a dDenition 3 Let x = (x1; : : : ; x) and y = (y1; : : : ; y) be two -tuples ofnatural numbers,  2 N . We use the following notations: y 6 x is the partial ordering satised if and only if 8i 6  (yi 6 xi), andsimilarly, y < x is satised if and only if 8i 6  (yi < xi). x+y is the -tuple (x1+y1; : : : ; x+y), and similarly, when y 6 x, x  yis the -tuple (x1   y1; : : : ; x   y). for j 2 N , the relation j 6 x is satised if and only if 8i 6  (j 6 xi),4
and similarly j < x is satised if and only if 8i 6  (j < xi). for j 2 N , we denote by x+j the -tuple (x1+j; : : : ; x+j), and similarly,if j 6 x, we denote by x  j the -tuple (x1   j; : : : ; x   j). for 1 6 i 6 , we denote by x i the ( 1)-tuple (x1; : : : ; xi 1; xi+1; : : : ; x).Denition 4 Let P be a -dimensional picture of size d = (d1; : : : ; d) 2N [ f!g. We use the following notations: jP j = d is the size of P , for 1 6 i 6 , jP ji = di is the ith component of jP j, for 1 6 i 6 , jP j i is the (   1)-tuple (d1; : : : ; di 1; di+1; : : : ; d), for x = (x1; : : : ; x) 2 N  such that x < jP j, P (x) is the element atposition x in P , for x; y 2 N  such that x 6 y < jP j, P [x; y] is the unique -dimensionalpicture of size y   x+ 1 such that, for all z 2 N  with z 6 y   x:P [x; y](z) = P (x+ z):P [x; y] is called a factor of P . An initial factor is a factor of the formP [0; y]. We usually denote the  directions corresponding to the dimensions ofthe picture P as being x1; : : : ; x. for 1 6 i 6  and k 2 N , Pxi=k is the unique (   1)-dimensionalpicture of size d i such that, for all (x1; : : : ; xi 1; xi+1; : : : ; x) 2 N  1with xj < jP jj (1 6 j 6 ; j 6= i):Pxi=k(x1; : : : ; xi 1; xi+1; : : : ; x) = P (x1; : : : ; xi 1; k; xi+1; : : : ; x);The picture Pxi=k is called a hyperplane of P normal to the direction xi. for n 2 N  , Factn(P ) is the set of -dimensional factors of P of size n.We abbreviate Fact(1;1;:::;1)(P ) as Fact1(P ).Denition 5 Let P and Q be two -dimensional pictures, and let i 6 .If jP j i = jQj i, then we can concatenate P and Q in the direction xi into anew -dimensional picture P i Q. The picture P i Q is the only pictureof dimension jP j+ jQj that satisesP = (P i Q) [(0; : : : ; 0); jP j   1];Q = (P i Q) [(0; : : : ; 0; jP ji; 0; : : : ; 0) ; (0; : : : ; 0; jP ji; 0; : : : ; 0) + jQj   1]:5
Example 6 In Example 2, if we consider P1; P2 2 2, then jP1j = (4; 1)and jP2j = (4; 2). Since jP1j 1 = (1) 6= jP2j 1 = (2), we cannot concatenateP1 and P2 in direction x1 (horizontally). But jP1j 2 = jP2j 2 = (4), and sowe can concatenate P1 and P2 in direction x2 to getP1 2 P2 = a b a ca b a dc d a dAs another example, we have that for any -dimensional picture P andany i 6  such that jP ji is nite, P can be decomposed into a product ofhyperplanes: P = Ki06k<jP ji Pxi=k3 -dimensional morphismsWe would like to generate innite pictures by iterating a `morphic-like'application, just like in the case of morphic words (see [8,9]). The innitepicture will be the `limit' of a series of growing nite pictures. We now deneprecisely what is a morphism and how it acts on -dimensional pictures.Denition 7 Let  be a nite alphabet and  be a natural number. Let' be an application !  . We extend ' as a partial function on  asfollows:Let P0 be a nite -dimensional picture such that8i 6 ; 8k < jP0ji; 8a; b 2 Fact1(P0xi=k) j'(a)ji = j'(b)ji (1)(i.e. any two symbols of a hyperplane of P0 have images of the same size inthe direction normal to that hyperplane), then we dene '(P0) to be thepicture'(P0) = K106i1<jP0j1  K206i2<jP0j2     ( K06i<jP0j '(P0(i1; i2; : : : ; i)))!: (2)6
Basically, Formula (1) is a necessary and sucient condition to ensure that'(p) is `gap-free', i.e. that all the blocks we shall concatenate in Formula (2)will have a compatible size. In this case, notice that the order of the prod-ucts in Formula (2) is of no importance. For instance, if ' is the applicationon fa; bg given by ' : 8<: a 7! ab b 7! bthen the image by ' of the picture a bb a is undened; it is not the picturea bb ab b . On the other hand, the image of a ab b exists and is a ab bb b .Denition 8 We say that the application ' : !  extends to (or justis) a -dimensional morphism on  if for any p0 2  and any n 2 N , 'n(p0)can be dened inductively (from 'n 1(p0)) according to the condition anddenition expressed by Formula (1) and Formula (2).We shall show later that we may eectively check whether a given ap-plication ' is a morphism, i.e. we only need to check a nite number ofconditions (see Proposition 21). Also, this condition is trivially satised forthe usual notion of morphism on (1-dimensional) words: in that case, thereis only one symbol on each `hyperplane' x1 = k.Remark 9 We must be careful with this notion of `morphism'. Although1-dimensional morphisms are exactly morphisms on words, a general -di-mensional morphism does not exactly behave like the usual morphisms: a-dimensional morphism is a partial function.So, given a -dimensional morphism ', a direction xi and two nite picturesP;Q 2  with jP j i = jQj i, we cannot assert in general that'(P i Q) = '(P )i '(Q): (3)The reason for this is that nothing prevents j'(P )j i and j'(Q)j i to bedierent, so that '(P ) and '(Q) would not be concatenable (see Exam-ple 12). However Formula (3) becomes true if we add the condition thatj'(P )j i = j'(Q)j i. 7
Also remark that this denition allows a morphism to send a non-emptypicture on an empty one (this just means that the size of the image has azero component).Proposition 10 Let ' be a -dimensional morphism on , and let P0be a nite -dimensional picture on  such that P0 is an initial factorof '(P0), i.e. P0 = '(P0)[(0; : : : ; 0); jP0j   1]:Then one shows inductively that 'i(P0) is an initial factor of 'j(P0) forany i; j 2 N with i 6 j, so that the following limit is denedP = '!(P0) = limk!!'k(P0):Denition 11 This picture P = '!(P0) is called the xed point generatedby ' on P0. We also say that '!(P0) is a morphic picture.Example 12 Let '1; '2 be the applications on  = fa; b; c; dg dened by
'1 : 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
a 7! a bc d b 7! dbc 7! c ba d d 7! bb '2 :
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
a 7! a bc d b 7! dc 7! c ba d d 7! bbThen '1 is a 2-dimensional morphism (see Proposition 21 for the proof ofthis claim) and generates a xed point on a (see Figure 1), but '2 is not amorphism because '2('2(a)) is undened.Notice that although '1 is a morphism and a2b = ab , the value of '1(a2b)is undened because '1(a) and '1(b) cannot be concatenated using 2(they do not have the same size in direction x1). This illustrates Remark 9.Remark 13 Although a xed point might be nite in some directions, weshall only be interested in xed points that belong to the set ! . It willbe obvious that the decidability results of this paper are valid in any case:8
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Fig. 1. '1 generates a xed point on a but not '2.a nite dimension will mean a nite disjunction.Moreover, in the remainder of this paper, we shall only consider certain typeof xed points of morphisms. These will be conditioned by the way `blocks'(i.e. images of letters) are concatenated: we want a certain symmetry withrespect to their sizes. We introduce the following important notion:Denition 14 Let ' be a -dimensional morphism on  with xed pointP . We say that P is shape-symmetric if the following condition is satised:8i; j 6 ; 8k 2 N ; 8a 2 Fact1(Pxi=k); 8b 2 Fact1(Pxj=k); j'(a)ji = j'(b)jj (4)Again, we shall show later that the above conditions can be checked eec-tively (see Proposition 22).Remark 15 Compared to the denition of a morphism (see Formula (1)of Denition 7), this denition states that for any two directions xi; xj, andfor any two hyperplanes Pxi=k and Pxj=k at the same `distance' k fromthe origin, the size in direction xi of the images of the symbols of the rsthyperplane is the same as that in direction xj of the images of the symbolsof the second hyperplane. See Figures 2 and 3.Equivalently, we may require that the images of all the symbols on thediagonal of P (i.e. the elements of the form P (n; n; : : : ; n)) are -dimen-sional cubes of variable sizes.Denition 16 Given a -dimensional morphism ' with xed points P , we9
x2 x1
Fig. 2. The `blocks' of a 2-dimensional shape-symmetric picture.
x2 x3 x1
Fig. 3. The `blocks' of a 3-dimensional shape-symmetric picture.dene the shape of P in direction xi (i 6 ) to be the sequenceShapei(P ) = (j'(Pxi=k)ji)k2N:So P is shape-symmetric if and only ifShape1(P ) =    = Shape(P ):Given two morphisms '1; '2 of dimension 1; 2 on 1;2 with shape-sym-metric xed points P1; P2, we say that P1 and P2 are compatible if theirshapes are equal (whichever direction you consider, of course). Notice thatthe compatibility is an equivalence relation.Example 17 Let ' be the 2-dimensional morphism on the alphabet  =10
fa; b; c; d; e; fg given by
' : 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
a 7! a bc d b 7! ec c 7! e bd 7! f e 7! e bc d f 7! a bc dThen ' generates a xed point on a, and '!(a) is shape-symmetric (seeFigure 4).
ca bdecec dbbe ba dc cef bece bde b e e b aece
ce
Fig. 4. '!(a) is shape-symmetric.Remark 18 Without real loss of generality, we shall only consider morphicpictures generated on a 1-letter picture p0 2 . In the previous example,for instance, we might have considered P as generated on a or on a bc d .The only cases we are missing with such a restriction are those where theinitial letter of the xed point P only generates a nite factor of this xedpoint. For instance, in the previous example, if we have yet another symbolg sent on itself by ', then the xed point, on g cb a is innite, but not thaton g !However, in order to improve clarity, we shall only prove the restricted case.The results extend to the general case thanks to the fact that the `nitelymany initial exceptions' can be managed by a nite disjunction.4 -dimensional predicatesDenition 19 Given a -dimensional picture P on a nite alphabet , aprojection of P is a -dimensional picture P 0 on an alphabet 0 such that11
P 0 obtained as the image of P under (the extension of) a letter-to-letterapplication ! 0.In the remainder, most of the projections we shall consider will be projec-tion on the f0,1g alphabet. Given a picture P on an alphabet , we deneP as the collection of all the possible projections of P on the set f0; 1g.We index the elements PS 2 P by the set S   of letters sent on 1. ThusjPj = 2jFact1(P )j 6 2jj.Given a -ary predicate R(x) on N , that is, a -ary relation, we can considerthe corresponding -dimensional characteristic picture PR on the alphabetf0; 1g and conversely: 8x 2 N  R(x), PR(x) = `1':We identify these two notions and consider any projection of a morphicword on the alphabet f0; 1g as a predicate on N . The set P will thus beequally considered as a collection of pictures or of predicates.5 Decidability of Theories with the Order Relation5.1 GuidelineLet P be a shape-symmetric -dimensional picture obtained as xed pointof a morphism ' on a symbol p0 2 , and let P = fPS s:t: S  g bethe collection of projections of P on the alphabet f0; 1g as dened in theprevious section.We consider the rst-order theory of the structure hN ;<; 0;Pi where `<'is the usual ordering of the natural numbers and `0' is the zero constant.Larger theories (with modular quantiers or functions like addition) willbe considered in Section 6.We want to show the following result:12
Theorem 20 The rst-order theory of the structure A = hN ;<; 0;Pi isdecidable.The proof uses the same method as for deciding theories using determin-istic nite automata (see [7]) and consists in the following arguments (seeSection 5.4 for the complete proof):Given a projection PS of P and given a tuple of natural numbers (m1; : : : ;m),it is very easy to compute is the element P (m1; : : : ;m), and thus to checkthe satisfaction of the atomic formulaA j= PS(m1; : : : ;m)(it suces to compute the iterations of ' on the generating symbol p0 untilthe element (m1; : : : ;m) is known and to check whether it is in S).Given a rst-order formula (x) to be decided in the structure A, we con-struct (inductively on the syntax of ) a new alphabet 0 and a new 0-dimensional morphism '0 on 0 generating a new 0-dimensional shape-symmetric morphic picture P 0 on 0 such that in the new structure A0 =hN ; 0;P 0i, the relation on N dened in A by the formula (x) is denableby an atomic formula involving a predicate of P 0. Notice that we can evenget rid of the order relation.In other words, given a complicate formula (x) in a structure A thatdepends on a morphic picture, we replace the problemA ?j= (n)by an equivalent problem A0 ?j= 0(n)where the structure A0 depends on a more complicate morphic picture, butwhere 0(x) is just an atomic formula.In case we want to decide a sentence, we shall end the induction process13
with a sentence P 0S(0; : : : ; 0) for some P 0S 2 P 0. Its satisfaction in A0 willdepend on whether the initial symbol of P 0 is in S. In fact, this correspondsto an emptiness argument for nite automata, and this correspondence willbe clear from the way we treat the quantiers.The property of shape-symmetry is the key notion for this decidabilityresult. An example of non-shape-symmetric morphic predicate leading toan undecidable theory is given in Example 34.But rst we need to prove a few propositions and lemmas on morphicpictures.5.2 Eectiveness resultsProposition 21 Let  be a nite alphabet, let  be a natural numberand let ' be an application  ! . It is possible to check eectivelywhether ' extends to a -dimensional morphism (see Denition 8).Proof. For each p0 2 , we must show that we can check whether For-mula (1) of Denition 7 is true for all n 2 N , so that 'n+1(p0) is dened.In order to simplify the writing of this proof, we suppose that p0 satises'(p0)(0; : : : ; 0) = p0. A more complete proof would use the same argu-ments, but would have to combine them with the fact that the sequencep0(0; : : : ; 0), '(p0)(0; : : : ; 0), '2(p0)(0; : : : ; 0); : : : is a ultimately periodic se-quence.We turn the problem dierently by treating each direction independently:given a direction xi, i 6 , we suppose that Formula (1) is satised withP0 = 'n(p0) for all other directions xj; j 6= i, for all n 2 N and all k 2 N . Weshow how to check this formula for xi and globally for all n by computingthe sets S(i;k) of letters that would occur in some hyperplane Pxi=k if 'was a morphism generating P on p0.We rst consider the set S(i;0) = Fact1(Pxi=0). If P is dened, and evenif we do not know it, the set S(i;0) can be computed using the following14
procedure: we initialize a set variable T = ;   and add the symbol p0to it (clearly, p0 2 S(i;0)). Now, for each element q 2 T , we add to T thesymbols of '(q)xi=0, i.e. we executeT := [q2T Fact1('(q)xi=0):Notice that the new value of T is a superset of the previous one since wesupposed that '(p0)(0; : : : ; 0) = p0. We iterate this process until no newelement is added. This process eventually stops since T  . Then, clearly,S(i;0) = T .Since for any n 2 N , Fact1('n(p0)xi=0)  S(i;0), the condition8a; b 2 S(i;0) j'(a)ji = j'(b)ji (5)is clearly sucient to ensure that Formula (1) is satised in direction xiwith P0 = 'n(p0) for any n and with k = 0 (as long as 'n(p0) is de-ned). Conversely, this condition is also necessary for ' to be a morphism(otherwise Formula (1) would fail for some n and k = 0).So we check Condition (5). Then we are able to compute what would bethe sets S(i;k) = Fact1(Pxi=k) for k < j'(p0)ji. Indeed, the word Pxi=k isthe kth hyperplane of the image by ' of Pxi=0. SoS(i;k) = [q2S(i;0) Fact1('(q)xi=k):Then, provided 'n(p0) exists, Formula (1) is satised with P0 = 'n(p0) forany n and with k < j'(p0)ji if and only if8a; b 2 S(i;k) j'(a)ji = j'(b)ji (6)This value would actually be the kth component of Shapei(P ).However, remark that we are not really interested in the value of k: we justwant to be sure that the images of two letters in a hyperplane have equalsizes in the direction normal to that hyperplane, whatever its coordinate15
is (just like we wanted to know S(i;0) without caring of the exact positionof the symbols).So we want to compute the (nite) collection S(i) of sets of letters occurringin the some hyperplane normal to the direction xi. We use the same methodas for S(i;0): we initialize a `set of sets' variable T = ;  P() and add theset S(i;0) to it (clearly, S(i;0) 2 S(i)). Now, for each set Q 2 T , we check that8a; b 2 Q j'(a)ji = j'(b)ji: (7)If so, we dene nQ to be this common value; otherwise ' cannot be amorphism. Then, for each Q 2 T , we add to T the nQ sets of symbolsthat will occur in the successive `hyperplanes' made with the images of theelements of Q by ', i.e. we executeT := [Q2T  [k<nQ f [q2QFact1('(q)xi=k)g:Again, the new value of T is a superset of the previous one, and we iteratethis process until no new element is added. This process eventually stopssince T  P(). When it stops, then S(i) = T and we have checked that(provided P0 = 'n(p0) exists), Formula (1) is true for any n and any k indirection xi.Finally, if the computation of S(i) is successful for each i 6 , then 'n(p0)does exist for all n and thus ' generates a xed point on p0. Proposition 22 Let  be a nite alphabet, let  be a natural numberand let ' be a -dimensional morphism on  with xed point on p0. Itis possible to check eectively whether '!(p0) is shape-symmetric (seeDenition 14).Proof. This proof uses the same ingredients as that of Proposition 21.We can handle it in two ways: either we apply the full procedure detailedin the proof of Proposition 21, and we only check that all the diagonal16
elements are sent on -dimensional cubes (using, again, a similar procedurethat eventually stops).Or we slightly change the previous proof: we dene the sets S(i;0) exactlyin the same way, but replace the set T by a -tuple of sets (T1; : : : ; T) rep-resenting the sets of symbols occurring in the dierent hyperplanes at thesame distance from the origin (the `k'). We add a `compatibility' conditionin the sense of Formula (4) of Denition 14.This allows us to check at the same time that we generate a morphic wordon p0 and that this xed point is shape-symmetric. 
5.3 Operations on Morphisms and Shape-symmetric PicturesIn this section, we introduce a few basic operations on morphisms andmorphic pictures that will be used in Section 5.4. Most of these results areintuitively clear, but need to be stated explicitly.We show that if a morphism '0 is `more detailed' than a morphism ' |that is, '0 acts on a larger alphabet but can be projected on '| then theprojections of the xed point of ' are projections of that of '0 too.We dene the `cross-product' of two morphisms and show that if theyboth generate a shape-symmetric xed point and are compatible, then thisproduct admits a shape-symmetric xed point too.We show that the restriction of a shape-symmetric morphic picture P toa hyperplane xi = 0 or to a `diagonal section' xi = xj is still a shape-sym-metric morphic picture compatible with P .We nally show that we can `merge' two morphic pictures into a new one.An example for each of these constructions is given in Example 29.17
Lemma 23 Let P be the shape-symmetric xed point on p0 of a -di-mensional morphism ' on . Let '0 : 0 ! 0 be an application onanother alphabet 0. If there exists a projection  : 0 !  such that8b 2 0 '((b)) = ('0(b))and if there exists some q0 2  1(p0) such that q0 = '0(q0)(0), then '0is a morphism and P 0 = '0!(q0) is shape-symmetric and compatible withP . In fact, P = (P 0) and thus any projection of P is also a projectionof P 0.
Proof. The proof is just an application of the denitions. Denition 24 Let '1; '2 be two morphisms on 1;2 of dimension 1; 2.The cross-product of '1 and '2, denoted '1'2 is the morphism on 12dened (in the natural way) by sending each pair (a; b) 2 1  2 on thepicture '1  '2(a; b) of size (j'1(a)j1; : : : ; j'1(a)j1; j'2(b)j1; : : : ; j'2(b)j2)given by8n 2 N 1+2 s:t: n < j'1  '2(a; b)j;'1  '2(a; b)(n) = ('1(a)(n1; : : : ; n1); '2(b)(n1+1; : : : ; n1+2)):Lemma 25 The application '1  '2 is a morphism. Moreover, if P1(resp. P2) is a shape-symmetric xed point on p0 (resp. q0) of '1(resp. '2), and if P1 and P2 are compatible (see Denition 16), then'1'2 admits a shape-symmetric xed point P1P2 on (p0; q0). This xedpoint is compatible with P1 and P2, and actually, P1 (resp. P2) is a sec-tion of the projection of P1P2 by the map (a; b) 7! a (resp. (a; b) 7! b).
Proof. Again, the proof is just an application of the denitions and of the18
previous lemma. Lemma 26 Let P (x1; : : : ; x) be a shape-symmetric xed point of a -di-mensional morphism ' on . Let f be a mapping from the set f1; : : : ; ginto the set f0; 1; : : : ; 0g. Let P 0 be the 0-dimensional picture dened byP 0(y1; : : : ; y0) = P (yf(1); : : : ; yf()) with the convention y0  0. Then P 0is the projection of a shape-symmetric morphic picture compatible withP .Proof.First suppose that f is surjective on the set f1; : : : ; 0g. Then let g be amapping from f1; : : : ; 0g into f1; : : : ; g such that f  g = id.The picture P 0 is generated as the xed point on p0 of the morphism '0dened on  as follows: for any symbol a of P 0, '0(a) is the picture of size(j'(a)jg(1); : : : ; j'(a)jg(0)) given by8n < j'0(a)j '0(a)(n1; : : : ; n0) = '(a)(nf(1); : : : ; nf()):This application is well-dened (it does not depend on the choice of g)since we supposed that P is shape-symmetric: if, say, f(1) = f(2) = 1 thenwe could choose g(1) = 1 or g(1) = 2, but for any a 2 P 0(k; something),a also occurs in P (k; k; something) and thus j'(a)j1 = j'(a)j2. So all thepossible choices for g are equivalent.It is easy to check that in this case, '0 is indeed a morphism and that P 0is shape-symmetric and compatible with P .Now, if f is not surjective on f1; : : : ; 0g, then we proceed inductively onthe amount of values that are not in the image of f .Suppose that 0 =2 Im(f). Then P 00(y1; : : : ; y0 1) = P (yf(1); : : : ; yf()) isthe projection of a morphic shape-symmetric picture Q by the inductionhypothesis. Let  be the (0   1)-dimensional morphism that generates Q.19
By denition, all the hyperplanes P 0x0=k are the same (i.e. are P 00). So P 0is a projection of the pictureK0k2N Q(y1; : : : ; y0 1):However, we need to exhibit a generating 0-dimensional morphism '0 sothat P 0 has the same shape in direction x0 than in the other directions (P 0must be shape-symmetric).Let  be any 1-dimensional morphism compatible with P , for instance, themorphism 'x2==x=0 that denes the wordR = P [(0; : : : ; 0); (!; 0; : : : ; 0)](this morphism exists by the proof of the surjective case).We dene Q0(y1; : : : ; y0) as the direct product Q  R generated by themorphism  0 =   .Clearly, P 0 is a projection of Q0. Moreover, Q0 is morphic, shape-symmetricand compatible with P by the induction hypothesis and Lemmas 23 and25. Denition 27 Let P1; P2 be two compatible shape-symmetric morphic pic-tures of dimension 1 > 2 on 1;2. We can merge P2 into P1 to get apicture P 01 of dimension 1 dened on 1  2 by8n 2 N 1 P 01(n) = (P1(n1; : : : ; n1); (P2(n1; : : : ; n2)):Lemma 28 The picture obtained by merging P2 into P1 is morphic,shape-symmetric, and both P1 and P2 are projections of it.Proof. The corresponding morphism is dened by sending a pair (a; b) onthe picture obtained by merging '2(b) into '1(a). The proof is similar tothe previous ones. 20
Example 29 Let ' be the morphism dened in example 17 on page 10,and let  be the morphism dened by : n a 7! a b b 7! aLet P be the xed point of ' on a, and Q be that of  on a. The wordP 0(y1) = P (y1; y1) is morphic (by Lemma 26) and obtained as the xedpoint on a of the morphism on fa; d; fg'0 : n a 7! a d d 7! f f 7! a dThe projection  : fa; d; fg ! fa; bg dened by (a) = (f) = a and(d) = b converts '0 to  . So P 0 and Q are compatible by Lemma 23(together with P ).The cross product of Q by P 0 is the xed point on (a; a) of the morphismon the alphabet fa; bgfa; d; fg = f(a; a); (a; d); (a; f); (b; a); (b; d); (b; f)ggiven by
  '0 : 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(a; a) 7! (a; a)(b; a)(a; d)(b; d) (a; d) 7! (a; f)(b; f) (a; f) 7! (a; a)(b; a)(a; d)(b; d)(b; a) 7! (a; a)(a; d) (b; d) 7! (a; f) (b; f) 7! (a; a)(a; d)Finally, we can merge Q and P 0 and the result is the xed point on (a; a)of the morphism : n (a; a) 7! (a; a) (b; d) (b; d) 7! (a; f) (a; f) 7! (a; a) (b; d)5.4 Proof of Theorem 20Let  be a nite alphabet. Let p0 be a symbol of  and let ' be a -di-mensional morphism with shape-symmetric xed point P on p0.Let P be set of predicates/projections on f0,1g obtained from P .21
Since the `=' relation is denable from `<', we do not need to consider itas an atomic relation. We keep the `zero' constant for simplicity.We show the following result (without loss of generality for the predicatesPS1; PS2 2 P and the variables y = (y1; : : : ; yn) we choose):For any of the following formulas (y), it is possible (and the procedure iseective) to nd a morphism '0 on an alphabet 0 generating a shape-sym-metric picture P 0 as xed point of some p00 and with projections P 0 suchthat each projection of P is denable by an atomic formula involving aprojection of P 0 and so is :(1) for (y) = :PS1(y),(2) for (y) = PS1(y) ^ PS2(y),(3) for (y) = y1 < y2,(4) for (y n) = 9yn PS1(y).Let us treat these cases one by one.Case 1 (y) = :PS1(y)This case is the easiest. The formula  is already denable as PnS1(y)which is an atomic formula. We keep the same ; ' and P .Case 2 (y) = PS1(y) ^ PS2(y)First suppose that the same variables occur at the same places in PS1(y)and PS2(y). Then  is denable as PS1\S2(y). Again, we keep the same ,' and P .Now, suppose that the variables occurring in the rst atomic formula arenot the same and/or do not occur at the same place as in the second atomicformula. However, we suppose that every variable of y occurs at least oncein  (otherwise, just remove it from y).This case is the most dicult, because it is here that pictures of higherdimensions might have to be dened in order to \encode" both P and  intoa new morphic picture. It strongly uses the property of shape-symmetryand the results of Section 5.3. 22
Suppose y = (y1; : : : ; y0) contains at least  variables (i.e.  6 0. . . other-wise, just add useless variables).Let 1 (resp. 2) be the sequence of arguments of PS1 (resp. of PS2) in .So these are sequences of elements from the set of symbols f0; y1; : : : ; y0gwhere `0' is the `zero constant' symbol.We dene three new 0-dimensional pictures, namelyR(y1; : : : ; y0) = P (y1; : : : ; y);Q1(y1; : : : ; y0) = P (1);Q2(y1; : : : ; y0) = P (2):By the results of Section 5.3, R, Q1 and Q2 are projections of compatibleshape-symmetric morphic pictures on some alphabets ~,  1 and  2. Let ,1 and 2 be the corresponding projections.We can merge these morphic pictures into a new shape-symmetric morphicpicture P 0 according to Denition 27, whose generating morphism is knownby Lemma 28.Then P is a projection of a section of P 0 (thanks to R), and so is (y) =PS1(y) ^ PS2(y) since it corresponds to the projectionP 0~ 11 (S1) 12 (S2):Case 3 (y) = y1 < y2This case is not dicult and uses the property of shape-symmetry of P .If P is 1-dimensional, we cannot immediately `encode' the relation y1 < y2in it. So we replace P and ' by P  P and '  ' (and of course P isdenable as projection of P  P ).So we suppose P is -dimensional with at least  > 2.We shall replace P by another -dimensional word P 0 on a larger alphabet.Basically, for any -tuple of natural numbers (n1; : : : ; n), we replace thesymbol P (n) by a new symbol that also carries the information whethern1 < n2. 23
To see how to do this, we consider the following very simple morphism  on the alphabet f;;g : 8<:  7!     7!     7!   Clearly, the picture generated by  on a is                        ... ... ... ... . . .and the order relation x1 < x2 can be dened as the image of  !() by theprojection that sends  and  on 0 and  on 1. We would like to mergethis picture in P , but, in general, the above morphism is not compatiblewith '.We dene 0 as   f;;g and want P 0 to be such that P 0(n) is thepair P (n; ?) where ? is  (resp.  or ) if n1 = n2 (resp. n1 > n2 orn1 < n2).The generating symbol p00 is the pair (p0;).Thanks to the property of shape-symmetry of P , the diagonal elementsof P (\diagonal" with respect to the rst two components) are sent by' on blocks whose diagonal elements are also on the diagonal of P . As aconsequence , for a pair (a;) 2 0, we dene '0(a;) as a picture of sizej'(a)j whose element in position (m1; : : : ;m) < j'(a)j is the pair ('(a)(m1; : : : ;m) ;  ) if m1 = m2, the pair ('(a)(m1; : : : ;m) ;  ) if m1 > m2, the pair ('(a)(m1; : : : ;m) ;  ) if m1 < m2.Then we dene '0(a;) as the -dimensional picture obtained from '(a)by replacing each symbol x 2  by the symbol (x;) 2 0. And similarly,we dene the image of (a;) 2 0 by replacing each symbol x of '(a) by(x;) 2 0. 24
The conclusion follows by Lemma 23 and the fact that the predicate y1 < y2can be dened by the atomic formula P 0fg(y1; y2; 0; : : : ; 0).Case 4 (y n) = 9yn PS1(y)Here, we do not need the fact that P is shape-symmetric if yn occurs onlyonce in PS1(y). Also, we can suppose that n = , so that y = (y1; : : : ; y)and yn = y.We shall use here the fact that, given a (   1)-tuple of natural numbersn  = (n1; : : : ; n 1), it is possible to determine the set of symbols thatoccur in the innite 1-dimensional word Px1=n1;:::;x 1=n 1.Again, we shall `encode' some information in a new -dimensional pictureP 0 and in a new morphism '0 using a new alphabet 0. This time, given atuple y, we want to transform the element P (y) into a pair (P (y); T ) whereT   is the set of symbols on the line P [(y ; 0); (y ; !)]. We keep the samedimension  for P 0 in order to be able to recover all the projections of Pin P 0.Let  be the sequence of arguments of PS1 (like on page 23).We rst concentrate on the word Q(y) obtained from P () when y1 =   = y 1 = 0. This word starts with p0 and might be a diagonal line if yoccurs more than once in PS1. This is a morphic word by Lemma 26, andwe can easily compute the set Tp0 of letters occurring in it (with the samekind of procedure as in Propositions 21 and 22).We consider the ( 1)-dimensional picture R on the alphabet P() denedas follows:The initial symbol of R is Tp0. Then we expand R by iterating the appli-cation  that sends a symbol T of R (i.e. a subset of symbols of ) on the(   1)-dimensional picture of size j'(a)j  (where a is any symbol of T )given by 8n  < j'(a)j ;  (T )(n ) = [b2T [k<j'(b)jf'(b)(n ; k)g:25
The application  is well-dened (i.e. it does not depend on the choice ofa) since P is a shape-symmetric morphic picture.Then R =  !(Tp0) is a shape-symmetric morphic picture compatible withP , and thus we can merge it with P into a new picture P 0. All the elementsof P are denable by atomic formula involving a predicate of P 0, and  isdenable as (y ) = 9yPS1(y) = P 0M(y ; 0)where M is the set of all the elements of P() that intersect S1.This concludes the proof Theorem 20. Remark 30 Although the proof of the decidability of the rst-order theoryof the structure hN ;<; 0;Pi is now complete, some improvements can stillbe done.One of them consists in lowering the dimension of the predicates we areworking with.Suppose that for all the occurrences of the projections of P in the formulawe want to decide, one argument (say the last one) is always the zero con-stant. Then we can replace P and ' by their ( 1)-dimensional restrictionto the hyperplane x = 0.Similarly, if for all the occurrences of the projections of P , two arguments(say the two last) are always equal, then we can replace P and ' by their(   1)-dimensional restriction to the hyperplane x 1 = x. Notice that,in order to dene them in this way, we use Lemma 26 which, in turn, usesthe fact that P is shape-symmetric !Another improvement would be to reduce the alphabet. This should be pos-sible using tools and methods developed for computing minimal automata(see Remark 33). 26
6 ExtensionsOne way to extend this result consists in adding special n-ary predicatesor functions like the addition (of course, any function is rst-order den-able from its graph relation, so its suces to consider the case of n-arypredicates). In order to use this method, it `suces' to show that the char-acteristic words of these predicates can be obtained as projection of someshape-symmetric morphic picture compatible with P . Although the orderrelation is easily denable from a picture compatible with P , as proved inthe previous section, it is not known yet what conditions on the shape ofP allow to dene the addition relation in a compatible way. See Section 7for a few examples, including an example of morphic predicate with whichthe addition cannot be compatible.Another way to extend this method is to show that it can be used withstronger theories. For instance, we can `add'modular quantiers 9(p;q) to thetheory hN ;<; 0;Pi, and the resulting theory remains decidable. A modularquantier `9(p;q)x '(x)' means that `the number of x such that '(x) is pmod q'.Let us show this. Suppose that (y ) is the formula 9(p;q)y PS1(y).We use the same set Tp0 as in Case 4 of the proof of Section 5.4. For eachsymbol a 2 Tp0, it is easy to determine whether a occurs nitely or innitelyoften in the word Px0==x 1=0.Indeed, a `pumping argument' (see [8]) shows that any symbol (and onlythem) occurring innitely often in Px1==x 1=0 must occur in the wordKjj<m62jjwm;where wm is the word dened by('m(p0))x1==x 1=0 = 'm 1(p0)x1==x 1=0  wm:We dene a variation ~R of the picture R dened in Case 4. The alphabetof ~R is not P() anymore (we might have written it 2), but is the set27
f0; : : : ; q 1;1g, i.e. is the set of functions from  into the set f0; : : : ; q 1;1g.The initial symbol of ~R is the function fp0 that sends each symbol a 2 Tp0 onthe remainder modulo q of the number of occurrences of a in Px1==x 1=0(1 in case it occurs innitely often). Notice that there is always at leastone symbol occurring innitely often.Then we expand ~R by iterating the application ~ that sends a `symbol' (i.e.a function) f of f0; : : : ; q   1;1g on the (   1)-dimensional picture ofsize j'(x)j  (where x is any symbol of f 1(1)) whose element in positionn  is the function that sends each symbol a 2  on the value( Xb2f(b)6=0 f(b)  Xk<j'(b)j #a('(b)(n ; k)))mod qwhere #a(w) is the number of symbols a in w.We merge P and ~R into a new picture P 0, and so (y ) is denable by theformula (y ) = 9(p;q)yPS1(y) = P 0F(y ; 0)where F is the set of functions f that satisfyXa2S1 f(a) = p (mod q):7 ExamplesWe give two well-known examples of decidable theories involving shape-symmetric pictures, and an undecidable theory involving a surprizing non-shape-symmetric morphic picture.Example 31 Let n be a natural number. Let P be the set of powers of n.The set P is morphic: for instance, for n = 2, it is the image of the xed28
point on a of the morphism'P2 : n a 7! a b b 7! b c c 7! c cunder the projection a; c 7! 0, b 7! 1.The set of powers of 2 is 2-recognizable, i.e. there is a deterministic niteautomaton that accepts the binary writings of the powers of 2, and theabove morphism is deduced from this automaton (see Figure 5). It is well-known that the addition relation is 2-recognizable too (see Figure 6). Asa consequence, the addition relation can be obtained as projection of the3-dimensional xed point on a of '+2, which is compatible with 'P2 (theyare both morphisms of length 2):'+2 : 8<: a 7! a cc c 3 b aa c b 7! c bb a 3 c cc b c 7! c cc c 3 c cc cSince these two pictures are compatible, we can replace them by one shape-symmetric picture (by merging them or taking their cross product). ByTheorem 20, this proves the well-known result that the rst-order theoryof the structure hN ;<;+; 0; Pni is decidable.
a b c1 10 0 0; 1Fig. 5. Automaton accepting the powers of 2 in base 2.
a b
c
0010 0 10 1 00; 1; 1 1 0 10 1 10; 0; 13 110 0 1 0 01 0 0 01; 1; 0; 11 0 1 10 1 1 10; 0; 1; 0Fig. 6. Automaton accepting the sum relation in base 2.See [2] for more on n-recognizability and denability.29
Example 32 Now, we would like to consider the set PF = f1; 2; 3; 5; 8; : : :gof Fibonacci Numbers. Again, this set is morphic, and is obtained as thexed point on 0 of the morphism 'F (that corresponds to the automatonof Figure 7): 'PF : 8>><>>>: 0 7! 0 1 1 7! xx 7! x y y 7! z z 7! z yunder the projection 0; y; z 7! 0, 1; x 7! 1.00 1 1yz0 x110 0 0Fig. 7. Automaton accepting Fibonacci numbers in Fibonacci base.Notice that this automaton is not complete: there is only one edge (labelled0) leaving the states 1 and y. This is the reason for the images of 1 and yby 'PF to be of length 1.This is due to the fact that the Fibonacci representation of a natural num-ber is a word on the alphabet f0; 1g that does not contain the factor 11.The words of f0; 1g that correspond to the Fibonacci representation of anatural number are those that are accepted by the automaton of Figure 8.This automaton (and its associated morphism 'F ) determine the coding ofthe natural numbers. Moreover, a given morphism will be compatible with'PF if and only if it is compatible with 'F .Again, the addition is recognizable in base Fibonacci, i.e. is accepted by anautomaton whose associated 3-dimensional morphism '+F is compatiblewith 'F . However, this automaton has 37 states (and so '+F acts on analphabet of 37 symbols). You can understand that neither the automaton,nor the morphism will be given here.30
00 1 10Fig. 8. The Automaton accepting Fibonacci representations.Now, since 'PF and '+F are compatible, by Theorem 20, this proves thewell-known result that the rst-order theory of the structure hN ;<;+; 0; PF iis decidable.See [1,6] for more on numerations systems.Remark 33 Lemma 23 has clearly an equivalent in terms of automata: itconsists in sending the automaton that corresponds to the morphisms '0 ofthat lemma on the automaton of ' by identifying some of its nodes underthe projection  in such a way that the edges are mapped correspondingly.This dened a notion of compatibility for automata.Since the compatibility of morphisms is an equivalence relation, given ashape-symmetric morphic picture P , there exists a minimal 1-dimensionalmorphism (with respect to the alphabet it works on) whose xed point iscompatible with P . This morphism corresponds to the minimal automa-ton (with respect to the number of nodes) compatible with the morphismgenerating P .In the case of Fibonacci numbers, it is exactly the automaton of Figure 8.Example 34 Finally, we consider the set Px2 of square numbers.This set is obtained from the xed point on 0 of the morphism'Px2 : 8>>><>>>: 0 7! 0 a b c a 7! ab 7! b c c c 7! cunder the projection b; c 7! 0; 0; a 7! 1.'!Px2(0) = 0abcabcccabcccccabccccccc   31







Fig. 9. Automaton accepting the square numbers.Now, the following amazing property has to be noticed: there is no 3-di-mensional morphism  generating a shape-symmetric xed point Q com-patible with Px2 such that the addition is denable as a projection ofQ.Indeed, a result by Putnam [11] (see also Buchi [4]) shows the undecidabilityof the rst-order theory of any structure in which both the set of squarenumbers and the addition are denable. If there existed a morphic pictureQ from which the addition would be denable and compatible with Px2,we would have a contradiction with Theorem 20.32
Of course, we may present this result on a dierent way: if we consider thexed point R on (0; 0) of the non-shape-symmetric morphism obtained asthe cross-product of 'Px2 by '+2 of Example 31, we have that the rst-ordertheory of the structure hN ;<; 0;Ri is undecidable.This shows that theorem 20 cannot be generalized to all -dimensionalmorphisms. However, it is valid for any 1-dimensional morphism.We can wonder what is the lowest natural number  for which there ex-ists a -dimensional non-shape-symmetric morphic picture P leading to anundecidable theory. So far,  6 4 is the best upper bound known.Remark 35 The `compatibility' condition of two morphisms (as well asthe notion of shape-symmetry) involves much more the shapes of the mor-phisms than their contents.Given a predicateQ, we can wonder what are the (shapes of the) morphismsthat will allow to dene Q as a projection of their xed point. We have seenthat some predicates, like the order relation, are compatible (as projection)with any shape-symmetric picture. Other predicates, like the addition, arecompatible only with certain shape-symmetric picture. Finally, a countingargument shows that some predicates are not morphic (projections).So the main question is: given two non-compatible shape-symmetric mor-phic pictures P;Q, under which conditions is there a shape-symmetric mor-phic picture R such that both P and Q are projections of R ? This questionseems related to Cobham's [5] and Semenov's [12] famous results.The answer is known in certain cases. For instance, if Vk is the graph of thefunction that sends a natural n on the largest power of k dividing n, thenthe predicates Vk and Vl are morphic | they are obtained from xed-lengthmorphisms of length k and l | and can both be obtained as projectionsof a shape-symmetric picture R (generate by a 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